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The ColdFire CAU software library is a set of low-level cryptographic functions implemented using CAU 
co-processor instructions. The library is as compact and generic as possible to simplify integration with 
existing cryptographic libraries. The source code serves as a reference for developers interested in creating 
custom CAU functions. The library has a standard header file with ANSI C prototypes for all functions. 
All functions adhere to ColdFire C compiler conventions and are thread safe if CAU registers are saved 
on a context switch. Only ColdFire devices with the CAU co-processor are supported. For best 
performance input and output, blocks should be long-word aligned. 

The library includes the following functions:
• cau_aes_set_key
• cau_aes_encrypt
• cau_aes_decrypt
• cau_des_chk_parity
• cau_des_encrypt
• cau_des_decrypt
• cau_md5_update
• cau_sha1_update
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/*********************************************************************
  Performs an AES key expansion. 

key        pointer to a 128,192 or 256 bit input key
    key_size   key size in bits (128, 192 or 256)
    key_sch    pointer to key schedule output (44, 52 or 60 bytes) 
*********************************************************************/
void cau_aes_set_key(const unsigned char *key,        
                     const int            key_size,   
                     unsigned char       *key_sch)

/*********************************************************************
  Encrypts a single 16 byte block using AES 
    in         pointer to 16 byte block of input plaintext
    key_sch    pointer to key schedule (44, 52 or 60 bytes) 
    nr         number of AES rounds (10, 12 or 14)
    out        pointer to 16 byte block of output ciphertext 

    NOTES: nr=10 for 128 bit key
           nr=12 for 192 bit key
           nr=14 for 256 bit key
           input and output blocks may overlap
**********************************************************************/ 
void cau_aes_encrypt(const unsigned char  *in,   
                     const unsigned char  *key_sch,     
                     const int             nr,   
                     unsigned char        *out)

/**********************************************************************
  Decrypts a single 16 byte block using AES 
    in         pointer to 16 byte block of input ciphertext
    key_sch    pointer to key schedule (44, 52 or 60 bytes) 
    nr         number of AES rounds (10, 12 or 14)
    out        pointer to 16 byte block of output plaintext 

    NOTES: nr=10 for 128 bit key 
           nr=12 for 192 bit key
           nr=14 for 256 bit key
           input and output blocks may overlap
**********************************************************************/ 
void cau_aes_decrypt(const unsigned char  *in,  
                     const unsigned char  *key_sch,      
                     const int             nr,   
                     unsigned char        *out)
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/**********************************************************************
  Checks DES key parity.
    key        pointer to 64 bit DES key with parity bits

    return     -1 for parity error, 0 for no error
**********************************************************************/ 
int cau_des_chk_parity (const unsigned char *key)  

/********************************************************************
  Encrypts a single 8 byte block using DES 
    in         pointer to 8 byte block of input plaintext
    key        pointer to a 64 bit key (includes parity bits)
    out        pointer to 8 byte block of output ciphertext 

    NOTE: input and output blocks may overlap
*********************************************************************/ 
void cau_des_encrypt(const unsigned char  *in,   
                     const unsigned char  *key,     
                     unsigned char        *out)

/********************************************************************
  Decrypts a single 8 byte block using DES 
    in         pointer to 8 byte block of input ciphertext
    key        pointer to a 64 bit key (includes parity bits)
    out        pointer to 8 byte block of output plaintext 

    NOTE: input and output blocks may overlap
*********************************************************************/ 
void cau_des_decrypt(const unsigned char  *in,   
                     const unsigned char  *key,      unsigned char        *out)

/*******************************************************************
  Updates MD5 variables for one or more message blocks
    msg_data   pointer to start of input message data
    num_blks   number of 512 bit blocks to process 
    md_state   pointer to 128 bit block of MD5 state variables
               {A,B,C,D}
              
  NOTES: A complete implementation of MD5 requires initialization
         of the state variables and message padding. This function
         includes required byte swapping; message data should be
         in its native format.  
********************************************************************/ 
void cau_md5_update(const unsigned char  *msg_data,     
                    const int             num_blks,
                    unsigned char        *md_state)
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/********************************************************************
  Updates SHA-1 variables for one or more message blocks
    msg_data    pointer to start of input message data
    num_blks    number of 512 bit blocks to process 
    sha1_state  pointer to 160 bit block of SHA-1 state variables
                {A,B,C,D,E}
              
  NOTES: A complete implementation of SHA-1 requires initialization
         of the state variables and message padding. 
*********************************************************************/ 
void cau_sha1_update(const unsigned char  *msg_data,     
                     const int             num_blks,
                     unsigned char        *sha1_state)
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